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Yesterday in the mountains, today by the sea, tomorrow in the city –  
and always best prepared for everything: the HYMERCAR.

DAY  
FLEXIBILITY.
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For more information, please scan 
or visit www.hymercar.com.HYMER AG | PO box 1140 | 88330 Bad Waldsee | GERMANY | www.hymer.com | www.facebook.com/hymerAG



The right freedom 
vehicle for everyone
With a panel van produced in 1961, not only did HYMER lay the foundations for the company  but at 
the same time also established the category of the compact recreational vehicle. Now HYMER has fully 
reinvented this concept once again with the VW T5 chassis. The result: HYMERCAR – a freedom vehicle which, 
thanks to its intelligent space solutions, compact size and customisable fittings, provides an unprecedented 
level of flexibility. Snowboarding in the mountains, surfing along the coast and a shopping trip in the big city 
with the family – and all on one weekend. Not a problem with HYMERCAR.

The interior offers lots of space and comfort.

Whatever you need to bring along, there’s plenty space – in 
large overhead storage cupboards, for example.

Well-designed space concept: sleep in comfort and store 
everything neatly away. 

Allowing you to be independent: bathroom with cassette 
toilet and shower in the Yellowstone.

Grand Canyon

Large area for sleeping or having a rest from time to time. 

Here cooking is fun: work surface and hotplate with two-
hob gas cooker.

Up to five high-quality car seats provide optimum comfort during the trip.

Winter sports equipment can also be stored away with ease.

Lots of space for equipment – for water sports enthusiasts, 
for example.

Cape Town


